
De : Céline Constantin <cconstantin@epsilon-alcen.com> 
Envoyé : vendredi 13 décembre 2019 15:32
À : Claude Chanson <cchanson@rechargebatteries.org>
Objet : H2020 - LC-BAT - Collaboration

Dear Mr CHANSON, 

I am Céline CONSTANTIN and I am in charge of European Projects for 
EPSILON, a french company.

I'm writing to you in the context of the last launch of H2020 calls 
concerning batteries.
I found your contact on the Battery 2030 project website and I would 
like to know if you would be interested in collaborating on these 
particular calls. 

EPSILON, the french company I work for, is already involved in 3 H2020 
projects and regarding the skills we have, we are very interested in 
collaboration on energy topics.

First of all, I would like to briefly introduce EPSILON and the background 
we have.
EPSILON is a company historically specialised in DIGITAL fields : 
numerical simulations, IoT, data analyses.
We currently have several industrial projects with different customers 
involved in energy such as SAFT Company.
Our added value is to propose a digital approach to meet the new 
challenges in Battery Development by combining:

· An approach based on MultiPhysics Models & system engineering
model integrating physical data with economic ones

· An approach based in IoT & Data Analysis & IA
Could you please tell me if these skills are of interest for you in
general?
In addition, would you be interested in the latest H2020 LC-BAT calls
and are you looking for partners?

I remain at your disposal for any questions or to organize a phone call
to give you more details about the company and the skills we have.



In advance, thank you for your answer and have a nice week-end.
 
Best regards,

Céline CONSTANTIN
Responsable Activité - Région Ouest 
European projects manager
 

CS 90640 - 6 rue Rose Dieng-Kuntz 
44306 Nantes Cedex 03
Tel. +33 (0)7 67 80 73 24
cconstantin@epsilon-alcen.com
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